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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Murat Ukray (illustrator). 216 x
140 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. When all the gods had
assembled in conference, Zeus arose among them and addressed them thus . . . it is with this line
that Plato s story of Atlantis ends; and the words of Zeus remain unknown. -- Francis Bacon, New
Atlantis Of all the writings of Plato the Timaeus is the most obscure and repulsive to the modern
reader, and has nevertheless had the greatest influence over the ancient and mediaeval world. The
obscurity arises in the infancy of physical science, out of the confusion of theological,
mathematical, and physiological notions, out of the desire to conceive the whole of nature without
any adequate knowledge of the parts, and from a greater perception of similarities which lie on the
surface than of differences which are hidden from view. To bring sense under the control of reason;
to find some way through the mist or labyrinth of appearances, either the highway of mathematics,
or more devious paths suggested by the analogy of man with the world, and of the world with man;
to...
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Reviews
Completely essential read through publication. It normally does not expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Mor r is Cr uicksha nk
Good e-book and beneficial one. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the very best ebook
i have read through within my very own daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Pr of. Leona r do Pa r ker
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